
My Little Crochet Doll

Gorjuss Outfit

A pattern by Betty Virago



My Little Crochet Doll

Gorjuss Outfit

This pattern accompanies the My little crochet doll available for £8 from Betty Virago's shop 
on Etsy and Ravelry.

You will need the My Little Crochet Doll pattern to complete this one.

I've had such a great response from the My first crochet doll pattern, I just wanted to say a 
huge thank you. I love dolls, and love making them, and nothing feels as good as hearing 
someone say something great about a doll you created.

Keep making the things that make you feel great.

Betty.

The Doll

The doll was made following the My little crochet doll (MLCD) pattern, using body B.

The Yarn for the hair is a DK black wool blend.

I started with two rows for a fringe, then trimmed the fringe.

I then covered the rest of the head with longer strands.



Underwear

Follow the MLCD pattern for the underwear using teal DK yarn and a 3mm hook

Dress

3mm hook

Sirdar country style DK yarn in Teal

White DK yarn



1) With white (ch4, dc in 3rd chain from hook) x 10, FO (10 link stitches)

Link stitches look a bit like the letter D, with the chains being the curved part and the dc 
being the straight part. The next row works along the straight dc side, working through the 
centre of the link, not in the stitch itself.

2) with Teal yarn, join with a sc to the centre of the first link stitch. Working across all link 
stitches, work four sc in each link stitch. (40) ch8, turn (the chain will create a button hole.

3) sc in 1st sc and in each across, ch 1, turn (40)

4) 6sc, ch8, sk8, 12sc, ch8, sk8, 6sc, ch1, turn (24sc & 16ch)

5) 6sc, 6sc over 8ch, 12sc, 6sc over 8ch, 6sc, ch1, turn (36)

6-9) sc across, ch1, turn (36)

10) sc across, join with sc to 1sc. You are now working in continuous rounds (36)

11) (5sc, 2sc in 1) x 6 (42)

12-14) sc around (42)

15) (6sc, 2sc in 1) x 6 (48)

16-18) sc around (48)

19) (7sc, 2sc in 1) x 6 (54)

20-29) sc around (54) Change to white.

30) (sc, ch4, sk2) around, join and FO

Sleeves (make 2)

Working in continuous rounds

Ch 18

1) being careful not to twist the chain, join with a sc and sc around (18)

2) (1sc, 2sc in 1) x 9 (27)

3) 8sc, hdc, 9dc, hdc, 8sc (27)

4-5) sc around (27)

6) 6sc, sc2tog x 7, 7sc (20)

7) sc around (20) change to white



8) (ch3, sk1, sc) around, FO

Dress finishing touches

Sew the sleeves to the dress

Sew a button on the back of the dress

Sew a ribbon around the middle (waistband) of the dress - I used a 1cm wide velvet ribbon in 
black

Sew 2 buttons on the front of the dress above the ribbon.

Socks (make 2)

Follow the pattern from the MFCD pattern for the socks but use the following colour round 
changes.

1-2) white

3-4) black

5-6) white

7-8) black

9-13) white

14-15) black

16-17) white

18-19) with black sc around

20-21) with white sc around

22-23) with black sc around, FO

Wrist warmers (make 2)

With Black, ch 14, join to the 1st ch to form a loop

1) ch1, sc in each ch around, join (14) change to white

2-7) alternating colours after each round, ch1, sc aroound, join (14) FO after last round



For the winter wear I chose two shades of purple, sorry but both were balls of yarn from my 
stash box so I can't give you the brand or colour. 

Wooly Hat

1) Using light purple, chain 4, 8dc in 1st chain, join, ch3 (8)

2) 2dc in each dc around, join, ch3 (16)

3) (1dc, 2dc in 1) x 8, join, ch3 (24)

4) (2dc, 2dc in 1) x 8, join, ch3 (32)

5) (3dc, 2dc in 1) x 8, join, ch3 (40)

6) (4dc, 2dc in 1) x 8, join, ch3 (48)

7-10) dc around, join, ch3 (48) FO

Find the dc in the centre middle at the front of the hat.

Count forwards 6dc and place a marker. This is the start of the right ear flap

Count backwards 18dc and place a marker. This is the start of the left ear flap

Ear flaps

Starting at one of the markers, join and ch2

1) dc in same dc and in next 7, ch3, turn (8)

2-3) dc across, ch3, turn (8)

4) sk1, dc in next 5, sk1, dc in last, ch3, turn (6)

5) sk1, dc in next 3, sk1, dc in last, FO (4)



The Coat

We are using the pattern for the coat from the MLCD pattern to start with. We are also 
replacing the hood of that pattern with a collar, this means we will skip the first 7 rows of 
the pattern.

1-7) skipped rows



8) with light purple, ch34. Sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across, ch 1, turn (33)

9) (1sc, sc2tog) x 11, ch1, turn (22)

10) FLO, sc across (22) change to dark purple, ch3, turn

11) Both Loops, dc across, ch3, turn (22)

12) follow the coat pattern from MFCP

13) follow the coat pattern from MFCP

14) follow the coat pattern from MFCP

15) follow the coat pattern from MFCP

16) 2dc in 1st dc, 10dc, 2dc in 1, 16dc, 2dc in 1, 10dc, 2dc in 1, ch3, turn (44)

17) 2dc in 1, 11dc, 2dc in 1, 18dc, 2dc in 1, 11dc, 2dc in 1, ch3, turn (48)

18) dc across, ch3, turn (48)

19) 2dc in 1, 12dc, 2dc in 1, 20dc, 2dc in 1, 12dc, 2dc in 1, ch3, turn (52)

20-21) dc across, ch3, turn (52)

22) 2dc in 1st dc, dc across, 2dc in last dc, ch3, turn (54)

23-25) dc across, ch3, turn (54)

Sleeves (make 2)

Using dark purple, follow the instructions for the sleeves on the coat from the MFCD pattern

Pockets (make 2)

Using light purple, Ch10

1) 1dc in 3rd ch from hook, dc in next 7, ch3, turn (8)

2) dc across, ch3, turn (8)

3) dc across, FO leaving a long thread to sew the pocket to the coat



Button holes

Follow the instructions for the coat on the MFCD pattern.

Shoes (make 2)

Use black for the sole and light purple for the shoe.

Follow the pattern for the shoes from the MFCD pattern upto round 9

9-12) sc around (20) FO

I hope you enjoyed this pattern, remember you can always email me if you have any 



questions bettyvirago@gmail.com

Add any photos of dolls you've made on the hooked on dolls group on flickr and keep 
checking Ravelry or my blog (betty virago on wordpress) for any more updates or new 
patterns.

Betty


